Abstract-We study a novel communication technique, ambient backscatter, that utilizes radio frequency signals transmitted from an ambient source as both energy supply and information carrier to enable communications between low-power devices. Different from existing noncoherent schemes, we here design the semi-coherent detection, where channel-related parameters can be obtained from unknown data symbols and a few pilot symbols. In order to obtain a benchmark for overall detection, we first derive a maximum likelihood detector assuming a complex Gaussian ambient source, and the closed-form bit error rate (BER) is computed. To release the dependence on prior knowledge of the ambient source, we next derive a type of robust design, called an energy detector, with the ambient signal being either complex Gaussian or phase shift keying (PSK). The closed-form detection thresholds, analytical BERs, and outage probability are provided correspondingly. Interestingly, the complex Gaussian source would cause an error floor, while the PSK source does not, which brings nontrivial indication of constellation design as opposed to popular Gaussian-embedded literatures. We also propose an effective approach to estimate detection-required parameters rather than channels themselves. Numerical simulations are finally presented to verify theoretical results.
control [5] [6] [7] . Such an extension, however, also leads to a key challenge in its development: since such a huge number of devices need to be battery-free and have to be powered with harvested energies, generating radio waves themselves typically seems to be unrealistic.
One solution is the backscatter communication [8] , [9] , where devices can transmit their information through modulating and reflecting incident radio frequency (RF) signals instead of generating actual radio waves. It is distinct from traditional wireless communications in that backscatter devices consume power orders-of-magnitude less, as they require no energy hungry components such as oscillators. A typical application example is the radio frequency identification (RFID) consisting of an active reader (the transceiver) and a passive tag (the backscatter node). Specifically, the reader can generate continuous carrier waves, while the tag modulates its information onto the carrier wave by adapting its loading impedance to vary the reflection coefficient and then backscatters the informative signal to the reader.
In order to enable ubiquitous communications between battery-free devices, an innovative communication technique, called ambient backscatter [10] , has drawn much attention, which leverages existing ambient signals and applies them into the backscatter communication. The ambient backscatter differs from conventional backscatter communications mainly in that it does not rely on a centralized high-cost infrastructure (e.g., a RFID reader) to transmit known or deterministic signals and to initiate or control communications among devices. Moreover, since ambient RF signals are always available, it enables the communication between passive devices almost everywhere and anytime. A hardware prototype was developed in [10] , which includes a energy harvester for ambient TV signals and can transmit and receive without needing a battery or powered reader.
Afterwards, Parks et al. [11] presented the multi-antenna design that operates on ambient backscatter devices to cancel interference and retain the small form factor and power footprint. On top of that, the way of connecting ambient backscatter devices with the Internet via existing WiFi infrastructure was designed in [12] , and [13] utilized the backscatter communication to directly generate WiFi transmissions that can be decoded on any of the existing devices with a WiFi chipset. To enables both high throughput and long range communications between low-power backscatter IoT sensors and WiFi access points, [14] proposed a communication link design where the IoT sensor modulate information onto ambient WiFi transmissions and backscatter to the WiFi access point. Further, [15] designed a novel backscatter communication system to generate standards-compatible WiFi or ZigBee signals that are decodable on commodity devices by backscattering Bluetooth transmissions. Nevertheless, these papers contribute to hardware design and prototype implementation with modest decoding performance but without providing fundamental conclusions from theoretical perspective.
Recently, [16] [17] [18] focus on the uplink signal detection problem for the ambient backscatter communication, where the tag utilizes the differential on-off modulation and the reader decodes through sensing the difference between two consecutive signal powers. The performance analysis of the proposed detection was carried out by bit-error rate (BER). Ambient backscatter was also extended to another transmission scenario [19] , where the reader is equipped with multiple antennas. Qian et al. [20] , [21] looked into the noncoherent symbol detection under the condition that the channel state information (CSI) is unknown, and provided a method to estimate the system parameters without sending pilots. Meanwhile, a detection algorithm based on statistical covariance was suggested in [22] , which may require extremely large number of samples. Assuming that the legacy system employs an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme and the backscatter system works at lower data-rates by transmitting a single symbol for each OFDM symbol, [23] , [24] evaluated some informationtheoretic aspects for both legacy and backscatter systems.
Existing research on ambient backscatter has covered both experimental and theoretical aspects, however, we investigate from an unnoticed perspective: the semi-coherent detection of a classical three-node ambient backscatter system, where the CSI is unknown and few training symbols are sent to estimate the detection-required parameters rather than the channels themselves, and aim at presenting theoretical studies over this topic. 1 A maximum likelihood (ML) detector on the assumption of a complex Gaussian ambient source is derived to build a benchmark for the detection, and we demonstrate its detection performance in terms of the BER. In order to relieve detector's dependence on prior knowledge of the ambient source, make detection method not confined to a particular signal constellation, and obtain a more informative BER expression, an energy detector is next designed, where we consider both complex Gaussian and phase shift keying (PSK) ambient sources. The closed-form detection threshold, analytical BER and BER-based outage probability are derived, which tells more insight of system parameters and helps choosing optimal parameters. A noteworthy concern is that the BER with the complex Gaussian ambient source would exhibit an error floor while that with the PSK ambient source does not. In addition, since CSI is unknown to the reader, a method that estimates the detection-required parameters from unknown received signals and few pilot symbols is proposed.
The following parts of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II we introduce the system model, whereas in Section III, the ML detector and the energy detector are derived, along with their corresponding performance analysis. In Section IV, the parameter estimation for the semi-coherent detection is carried out. Numerical results that corroborate 1 Some of our preliminary results were published in [25] . our analysis are presented in Section V, while conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notations: Vectors are boldfaced letters: y denotes the Euclidean norm of vector y. Scalars are lowercase letters: |h|, {h} and {h} denotes the modulus, real part and imaginary part of complex number h, respectively. Random variables (RVs) are uppercase letters: the statistic expectation and statistic variance of RV X are denoted as E{X} and D{X}, respectively; {X k } denotes a sequence of RVs. N (μ, σ 2 ) and CN (μ, σ 2 ) represent the Gaussian distribution and complex Gaussian distribution with mean μ and variance σ 2 , respectively; in particular, a complex Gaussian RV X ∼ CN (0, σ 2 ) with independent and identically distributed zero-mean Gaussian real and imaginary components is circularly symmetric, i.e., {X}, {X} ∼ N (0, σ 2 /2).
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The classical three-node ambient backscatter system under study is depicted in Fig. 1, 2 consisting of a ambient source, a passive tag and a reader. The coefficients of the channels from the source to the tag, from the tag to the reader, and from the source to the reader are denoted as h st , h tr , and h sr , respectively. We assume that our system obeys a frequency-flat and block-fading channel model [21] , where all the channels hold unchanged within the channel coherence time but may vary in different coherence intervals independently.
The ambient source broadcasts its signal, which can be received by both the tag and the reader. The tag modulates the incident signal with its binary information bits by varying its load impedance between two states, and backscatters the modulated signal to reader. The decreased reflection amount results from the mismatch between tag's antenna and load impedance. Specifically, for binary amplitude shift key modulation, if the tag wants to transmit "0", it will adjust its impedance so that little of the incident signal can be reflected; while if it wants to transmit "1", some of the incident signal will be backscattered to the reader. The reader then can decode the transmitted symbols of the tag through sensing the changes in its received signals.
Mathematically, the signal from the ambient source received by the tag can be expressed as 3
where s[n] is the unknown signal from the ambient source.
The thermal noise at the tag could be negligible, because the tag includes only passive components related to backscattering and involves little high intensity operation [21] , [26] . Suppose the binary symbols of the tag are denoted as d[n] ∈ {0, 1}, where "0" and "1" are transmitted with equal transmit probabilities because of the random nature of coding. The signal backscattered by the tag is given by
where α is the tag coefficient representing the scattering efficiency and antenna gain. The reader receives the superposition of the signal from the ambient source and the modulated signal backscattered from the tag, which can be written as [n] are all unknown to the reader, while these parameters are coupled with each other in a more complicated way.
III. SYMBOL DETECTION
Different from the high-speed data transmission in conventional wireless networks, the communication involved in the ambient backscatter system is generally in a low-rate manner since higher data rate transmission consumes more energy. For example, the long-term parameters feedback in sensor networks or in the IoT. Thus, the tag will transmit at a much lower rate than the rate of the ambient signal, say, d 
and we define h 0 = h sr and h 1 = h sr + αh st h tr for notation simplicity.
A. Maximum Likelihood Detector With the Complex Gaussian Ambient Source
Since the ambient signal is indeterminate or even unknown, a commonly adopted way is to assume the signal as a complex Gaussian. For example, in conventional cognitive radio scenario, most work assume the unknown primary user (ambient source) to have the Gaussian signaling [27] , [28] . In this section, we assume that the ambient signal follows a complex Gaussian distribution with signal power of P s , i.e., s[n] ∼ CN (0, P s ).
Denote H 0 and H 1 as the hypotheses that the tag's transmitted symbol is d = 0 and d = 1, respectively. The received signal vector y is then a complex Gaussian vector, i.e.,
where I N is the N-order unit vector and
Under the ML paradigm [29] , the symbol detection can be achieved from a likelihood ratio test, defined as
where Z = y 2 , and p( y|H i ) represents the probability density function (PDF) of y under hypothesis H i . Obviously, the likelihood ratio depends only on Z , i.e., the energy of the received signal vector, which is the key statistics of the testing. However, different from conventional detection methods, whether ( y) is increasing over Z or not depends on the relationship between the values of σ 2 0 and σ 2 1 . Thus, the decision rule could be made through
where
is the threshold of locating the range of the energy Z , for the ML detector with the complex Gaussian ambient source. In fact, (8) also indicates that the ML detector can be referred to as a modified energy detection. Although the knowledge of CSI is unavailable, the values of σ 2 i can be estimated in a way as will be presented in Section IV and thus are assumed known throughout our discussions. Moreover, estimating σ 2 i is more robust than estimating the channels themselves since the channel energy (or equivalently the channel amplitude) varies much slower than the instantaneous CSI.
Remark 1: If σ 2 0 = σ 2 1 , then the two hypotheses cannot be discriminated and the detection fails. Nevertheless, there is no need to consider the scenario where σ 2 0 = σ 2 1 (namely h st = 0 or h tr = 0), because h st = 0 means that the tag will fail to backscatter without energy supply and information carrier while h tr = 0 means that reader does not receive any signal from the tag.
The following theorem derives the detection-required threshold and presents closed form BER expression for the ML detector.
Theorem 1: The threshold and the BER of the ML detector with a complex Gaussian ambient source can be respectively expressed as
and
The threshold can be obtained from (8) by solving ( y) = 1. For the BER derivation, according to (8) , there are two cases: for the case of σ 2 0 > σ 2 1 , the BER can be expressed as
where (·) denotes the gamma function. Then (11) is further derived as
where (14) denote the lower and the upper incomplete gamma functions, respectively. Similarly, for the case of σ 2 0 < σ 2 1 , the corresponding BER is given by
Therefore, integrating (13) and (15) into one gives (10) . Furthermore, we find that for relatively large N, the expression in (10) can be approximated as
with the following properties [30] 
It is indicated that the difference between σ 2 0 and σ 2 1 should be a crucial factor to the detection performance.
Remark 2: Although bits "0" and "1" are transmitted with the equal probability, the ML detector may not obtain the same error probability conditioned on H 0 and H 1 , i.e.,
, which is generally known as the unbalanced BER. 4 In some case, it is reasonable to consider a balanced BER detector [31] . Referring to (13) and (15), the threshold of the balanced BER detector with the complex Gaussian ambient source, denoted as T ba h , can be achieved from
where it is difficult to get the exact solution of T ba h . However, with the approximations in (17), we can further rewrite (18) as
and obtain the threshold for the balanced BER detector as
B. Energy Detector With the Complex Gaussian Ambient Source
It should be noted that the ML detector may work as a semi-coherent method only under the assumption of a complex Gaussian ambient source, otherwise it will require the knowledge of CSI. Besides, from (10) or (16), we cannot obtain a clear clue about how the system parameters will affect the detection performance. We thus propose the energy detector, which depends less on prior knowledge of the ambient signal, viz., not confined to a particular signal constellation, and yields a simpler and more informative BER expression without gaining much undesirable performance loss.
From (8), we know that the energy of the received signal vector, Z , is a sufficient statistic for the detection problem [32] , and the energy detection with a proper threshold could be the method. Thus, the decision metric can be switched from the PDF of y to PDF of Z .
It can be readily known that Z = N n=1 |y[n]| 2 is a central chi-square RV with 2N degrees of freedom (DOF). From another perspective, Z can also be regarded as the sum of N independent 2-DOF central chi-square RVs with identical mean σ 2 i and variance σ 4 i under hypothesis H i . When N is relatively large, 5 Z asymptotically becomes a Gaussian RV from the central limit theorem [34] . Then the distribution of Z under hypothesis H i can be approximated as
are the means and the variances of Z under hypothesis H i , respectively. The detection rule for the energy detector is reformulated as
Namely, (23) is with a different threshold from the ML one (8).
1) General Case:
We first present the general case of the energy detector with a complex Gaussian ambient source in terms of both the detection-required threshold and the corresponding BER.
Theorem 2: The threshold and the BER of the energy detector with a complex Gaussian ambient source can be respectively expressed as
Proof: The threshold T CG/eng h can be computed from
Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of (26) and rearranging the terms, we obtain
As T CG/eng h is the detection threshold of the received signal energy, only the positive root of (27) is valid, which gives the threshold (24) .
With regards to the derivation of BER expression, there are also two situations as seen from (23) . If σ 2 0 > σ 2 1 , 5 Normally, N = 30 is adequate for most applications. However, if the PDF of |y[n]| 2 is smooth, then the value of N as low as 5 can be used [33] . the corresponding BER is
If σ 2 0 < σ 2 1 , the BER is similarly derived as
Therefore, (25) can be obtained by integrating (28) and (29) into one.
2) Special Case With Large N:
We next focus on analyzing the special case with large N, where more insight of the performance-affected parameters can be found.
Corollary 1: For a relatively large value of N, the asymptotic threshold is expressed as
and the asymptotic BER is given bỹ
Proof: The result (31) is easily obtained by substituting the asymptotic threshold (30) and the expressions of σ 2 i (6) into (25) . Note that γ represents the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the ambient source.
Remark 3: Distinct from the ML detector (9), the energy detector achieves the same error probability for d k = 0 and d k = 1 at the threshold (30), i.e.,
Moreover, it is readily seen that T ba h =T CG/eng h . For large N, the energy detector achieves the same performance as the ML detector with the balanced BER.
It is readily checked thatP CG/eng b would decline with the increase of √ N +2/γ , i.e., higher SNR, larger N, larger , and smaller all lead to better detection performance, which offers some novel insight since detection performance is generally dominated by SNR and N in classical detection scenarios. It can also be shown from (31) that the BER does not keep on decreasing as SNR increases but will approach an error floor when SNR goes to infinity. We then provide the following corollary to demonstrate such a phenomenon.
Corollary 2: As SNR goes to infinity, the BER of the energy detector with a complex Gaussian ambient source meets an error floor at
Proof: The result is obtained by omitting the term 2 γ in (31) when SNR turns to infinity. From (34), we can draw the similar conclusion as [21] that the position of the BER error floor is only relevant to the values of N and / , and / is defined as the relative channel difference (RCD), which reveals the influence of the channels. Since the energy detector focuses on distinguishing between two kinds of energies and determining which one is being received. The impact of high SNR on broadening the energy difference is not that predominant after SNR grows to a certain level. Instead the relative difference between the channel situations will hold the balance in terms of the detection performance.
In addition to BER, outage probability is an often used criterion to evaluate the performance of a detector. As is seen channels affect the BER performance, it is of interest to figure out how the asymptotic BER (31) would satisfy a predefined performance threshold under the random channel effect.
Definition 1: Define the outage probability as the probability of the situation that the instantaneous asymptotic BER exceeds a certain threshold, which is given by
The following theorem presents a closed-form expression of outage probability for the energy detector under a complex Gaussian ambient source.
Theorem 3:
The outage probability can be computed in closed-form as
Proof: See Appendix A. We would also like to evaluate the impact of channels on the BER floor (34) and thus we further define the asymptotic outage probability as follows.
Definition 2: Define the asymptotic outage (AT) probability as the probability of the situation that the instantaneous BER floor is above a certain threshold, i.e.,
We present the closed-form expression of AT probability for the energy detector with a complex Gaussian ambient source in the following theorem.
Theorem 4:
The AT probability can be expressed as
where 2 F 1 (·, ·; ·, ·) denotes the Gauss hypergeometric function [35] , and
Proof: See Appendix B.
C. Energy Detector With the PSK Ambient Source
In practice, the ambient signal may be selected from PSK constellation rather than the complex Gaussian. 6 In this section, we will study the energy detector under the PSK ambient signal and present the corresponding performance.
The PSK ambient signal can be expressed as
where P s is the signal power. Let us expand Z under hypothesis H i as 
On the basis of the central limit theorem, the distribution of Z under hypothesis H i is given by
1) General Case:
The general case of the energy detector with a PSK ambient source is first demonstrated in terms of the detection-required threshold and the corresponding BER.
Theorem 5: The threshold and BER of the energy detector with a PSK ambient source are respectively given by
Proof: The optimal threshold for locating the range of Z is derived throughf
After some tedious yet straightforward calculation, we could obtain (46). The derivation of (47) is similar to that in Theorem 2.
Note that the threshold (46) cannot be obtained without the knowledge of CSI. However, if the reader has access to knowledge of the noise, i.e., N w , we can acquire the threshold with σ 2 i as follows
2) Special Case With High SNR and Large N: Nevertheless, for high SNR and large N we can provide a solution even when N w is unknown.
Corollary 3: For high SNR circumstance with 2|h i | 2 P s + N w N w and large N, the asymptotic threshold and BER can be respectively expressed as
Proof: When there is 2|h i | 2 P s +N w N w , the asymptotic distribution of Z with a PSK ambient source under hypothesis H i can be approximated by
Similar to the operation before, the corresponding threshold is given bỹ
where the approximation holds valid for N large enough. Then the thresholdT PSK h can be obtained just with knowledge of σ 2 i . With regards to the BER expression, (50) is easily obtained by recomputing (47), 
Unlike the case of complex Gaussian ambient source, the BER with the PSK ambient source is not only a decreasing function of SNR but also shows no error floor as SNR approaches to infinity. Moreover, increasing the sampling number N has the same effect as increasing SNR. It is also noted that it is the channel difference |h 0 | − |h 1 | rather than RCD that affects the performance.
IV. PARAMETER ESTIMATION
For the proposed detectors (9), (24), (30) According to both (22) and (53), the detection-required parameters σ 2 0 and σ 2 1 are the statistic mathematical expectation values of the energy Z under hypotheses H 0 and H 1 , respectively. Therefore, it is rational to estimate σ 2 i with the average energies of a series of unknown received signals. Moreover, since the tag transmits "0" and "1" with equal probability, it is reasonable to divide the sorted energies from the middle.
It is known that channels vary through both their amplitudes and phases, while the phase normally varies faster than the amplitude [36] . The coherent time of the channel energy is related to that of the channel amplitude, and thus is longer than the overall channel coherent time. Specifically, let us assume that the channel energy does not change during M (an even number without loss of generality) symbol periods of the tag, (or M N s[n]'s correspondingly), and the corresponding received signal vectors at the reader are denoted as y k (k = 1, · · · , M). We then present the estimation steps as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the normalized energy of each y k , and denote them as {A k },
Step 2: Sort {A k } from small to large, denote the sorted energy sequence as {A ↑ k }.
Step 3: Average the first and the second half of {A ↑ k }, and denote them as A min and A max respectively,
However, (56) can not tell which one of A min and A max corresponds to which σ 2 i .
B. Discrimination of σ 2 0 and σ 2 1 With Short Training
We employ a very short training to discriminate σ 2 0 from σ 2 1 . Assume the tag sends M t ≥ 1 training bits and corresponding received signal vectors are denoted as y ti (i = 1, · · · , M t ). Then we continue the previous estimation steps with follows:
Step 4: Compute the average of M t normalized powers as
Step 4 In this section, we resort to numerical examples to evaluate the proposed detectors and collaborate theoretical analysis. Since the ambient source locates far away from the tag or the reader, compare with the distance between the reader and the tag [10] , we generate h st and h sr according to CN (0, 1) and generate h tr according to CN (0, 10) . Energies of all channels are assumed to remain invariant during 50 symbol periods of the tag, i.e., M = 50, and 4 training symbols of bit "1" are periodically inserted, i.e., M t = 4. In addition, we set the tag coefficient α at 0.5 and assume the AGWN to follow CN (0, 1). Totally 10 6 Monte-Carlo runs are employed for average.
We first demonstrate the BER versus SNR of the proposed detectors in Fig. 3 . The simulated BERs with perfect σ 2 i and estimated σ 2 i are displayed, respectively, and thresholds of different detectors in (9), (24) and (48) are all applied for simulation. The theoretical results in (10), (25) and (47) are also shown for comparison. We set N = 50 and RCD = 0.5. It is seen that for all cases, the simulated BERs with perfect σ 2 i are consistent with the theoretical BERs. Moreover, the simulated BER with estimated σ 2 i performs negligibly worse than that with perfect σ 2 i , which corroborates the validity of the estimation method presented in Section IV. For the complex Gaussian (CG) ambient source, the ML detector outperforms the energy detector as expected, and higher SNR leads to smaller BER while the performance improvement will flatten as SNR relatively large, which verifies (31). However, for the PSK ambient source, the energy detector achieves better performance than the case of the CG, since √ γ is in the numerator of (50), while the effect of γ on BER is partly alleviated by as shown in (31) . Moreover, there exists no error floor as SNR becomes larger, as analyzed in (50).
We then compare the performance of our semi-coherent detector with that of the existing noncoherent detectors in Fig. 4 , where N = 40, RCD = 0.5 and the ambient source transmits CG signals. Specifically, the theoretical and simulated BERs of our semi-coherent ML detector and the energy-difference method in [16] , and the simulated BER of the noncoherent ML detector in [20] are demonstrated for comparison. All the simulated BERs are obtained with perfect σ 2 i . We can see that the semi-coherent ML detector work much better than the energy-difference one, and also outperforms the noncoherent ML one with a gain up to 3 dB at all SNR region.
The balanced or unbalanced BER phenomenon of the proposed detectors is illustrated in Fig. 5 , where we set N = 40 and RCD = 0.5, and Pr(d = 1|H 0 ) and Pr(d = 0|H 1 ) corresponding to the thresholds (9), (30) and (52) are simulated. In order to more clearly illustrate the phenomena, all the thresholds are only computed with perfect σ 2 i . As analyzed previously, both (30) and (52) can achieve the balanced BER for "0" and "1" while (9) can not.
We next show the BER versus the length of the received signal vector, N, for the detectors in Fig. 6 . We set SNR = 10 dB and RCD = 0.5. Similar to Fig. 3 , the curves of the theoretical BER, simulated BER with perfect σ 2 i and simulated BER with estimated σ 2 i are all close to each other. It is obvious that larger N results in reduced BER for all the detectors, and no error floor appears when N increases, as shown in the theoretical results (31) and (50). However, N cannot be arbitrarily magnified otherwise it would increase the computational complexity but decrease the transmission rate. In addition, on one hand, for the CG ambient source, the energy detector performs closer to the ML one as N turns larger, because the Gaussian approximation utilized in the energy detector works better at larger N; on the other hand, for the energy detector, the CG case performs closer to the PSK case as N becomes large, because the distribution of Z with the CG ambient source approximates to that with the PSK ambient source, both locating around Nσ 2 i with a relatively large probability as shown in (22) and (45). Fig. 7 studies the ML and energy detectors with the CG ambient source and depicts their BERs versus RCD. We set SNR = 10 dB and N = 40. It is seen that large RCD leads to small BER, since symbols can be easily decoded if the difference between the channels of "0" and "1" is relatively big. The performance improves more rapidly at large RCD, because large RCD would play a dominant role for detection performance while the impact of RCD on BER may be restricted by SNR when RCD is small, as seen from (31) . Compared with the BER values in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 , we can infer that RCD has a more important impact on BER performance than other system parameters. Moreover, BER reaches up to 0.5 when RCD is small, which indicates that the detectors would fail to decode but yield only random results in the most unappealing detection environment.
We demonstrate the outage probability and AT probability of the energy detector versus the target BER in Fig. 8 and those versus SNR in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 8 , the parameters are set as SNR = 5 dB and N = 40, while in Fig. 9 , we set N = 40 and ζ = η = 0.1. We set h tr = 2 and h tr = −5 (as h tr is assumed to be a constant in Appendix VI) for comparison. The theoretical BERs (31) and (34) are used for outage simulation, and the theoretical outage probability and AT probability respectively given by (36) and (39) are also displayed for comparison. It can be seen that, firstly, the simulation results are consistent with our theoretical analysis; secondly, large target BER brings about low outage probability and AT probability; thirdly, as mentioned in Fig. 3 , BER approaches an SNR-independent error floor as SNR turns large, while the outage probability correspondingly flattens and approaches the AT probability which is independent of SNR. Besides, h tr with large absolute value would result in low outage/AT probability, because large |h tr | magnifies the correlation coefficient ρ given by (61) or the RCD, which conduces to better outage performance.
Lastly, we illustrate simulated BER versus the number of training symbols in Fig. 10 when three detection thresholds (9), (24) and (48) are applied for comparison. We set SNR = 10 dB, N = 40. The RCD is unconstrained and set as 0.5 for comparison. We can see that, on one hand, sending more training symbols contributes to a better BER performance, especially when the number turns from 1 to 2; on the other hand, no more distinct performance improvement can be achieved by keeping increasing the number of training symbols. Hence, 3 or 4 training symbols are appropriate for the comprehensive consideration of system performance and complexity.
VI. CONCLUSION
We present theoretical studies over the semi-coherent detection for a typical ambient backscatter system, and propose an approach where few training symbols are sent to acquire the detection-required parameters rather than the channels themselves. Our goal is to offer feasible suggestions for practical system designs of this novel communication mechanism. We design symbol detectors under different scenarios to realize the trade-off between the detection accuracy and the freedom from prior knowledge. The closed-form BER expressions and outage analysis are also derived for various cases, which demonstrates the influence of different system parameters and contributes to the effective system design.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Substituting (31) in (35) , P out is further given by
where Q −1 (·) denotes the inverse Q-function.
Moreover, since 1 −
generally holds for large N, we have
where the domain of integration is displayed in Fig. 11 . y 2 ) is the joint PDF of |h 0 | 2 and |h 1 | 2 , which will be derived in detail as follows. Compared with the distance between the source and the tag/reader, the distance between the tag and the reader is much smaller. Besides, during data transmission, the surrounding between the tag and the reader is normally stationary. Thus, we assume the channel coefficient h tr to be a constant, then h 1 = h 0 + αh st h tr can be regarded as the sum of two independent zero-mean complex Gaussian RVs, i.e., h 1 
st . Since |h 0 | 2 and |h 1 | 2 are correlated, the joint PDF is then expressed as
where I 0 (·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, and ρ is the correlation coefficient with the expression of
Let us divide (59) into two parts and denote the first and second integrals as J 1 (ζ ) and J 2 (ζ ), respectively. We first expand J 1 (ζ ) as 
where we use the series representation of I 0 (z) [30] I 0 (z) = 
As the lower incomplete gamma function has the special case that [35] 
Similarly, we can expand the second integration J 2 (ζ ) as
Take the computation of the first part in (66) as example, we have 
where the upper incomplete gamma function also has a special case that 
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Substituting (34) in (38), P AT is further given by
Define X = |h 0 | 2 |h 1 | 2 , then we have
The PDF of X can be derived from PDF of the ratio of two RVs [33] and is thus expressed as 
Thus, the AT probability is obtained from P AT = F X (λ 4 ) − F X (λ 3 ).
